T-Mobile and Samsung partner to bring first responder agencies exclusive smartphone discounts.

The hottest phones. The largest 5G network. The best price.

Connecting Heroes is our $7.7 billion, 10-year program that provides first responder agencies FREE unlimited talk, text, and smartphone data. And, T-Mobile and Samsung have now partnered to make the Connecting Heroes program even better—offering first responder agencies exclusive smartphone discounts. With Samsung’s fastest, most reliable 5G phones at up to 25% off, you get technology you can trust at a price you can afford.

For a limited time only, get the latest Samsung smartphones with new lines—at prices well below retail!

Samsung smartphones are transforming how first responders work.

**Powerful mobility**
Whether in the field, in a vehicle, or at the station, Samsung smartphones provide seamless access to what you need. Computer-aided dispatch, crime data, field-based incident reporting, patient information, evidence management, schematics, forensics—all on devices that go where you do.

**Defense-grade security**
With the Samsung Knox mobile security platform, your data is protected with five layers of security.

**Work seamlessly**
Seamlessly integrated productivity software puts your office at your fingertips, wherever your mission takes you.

For state & local fire, police, and EMS agencies' first responder lines; eligibility verified. Video typically streams on smartphone/tablet at DVD quality (480p). Coverage not available in some areas and may be impacted by emergencies; check your response area. Capable device required for 5G.
Tools for the new workforce
Powered by the largest nationwide 5G network, these Samsung devices give your team the ability to respond, react, and report in the field.

Samsung Galaxy A21
Engineered to enhance efficiency, the Samsung Galaxy A21 features a 6.5” HD+ Infinity-O display and quad-camera system to capture more detail, from scanning barcodes to recordkeeping. Get all-day performance with a 4,000mAh battery that charges in a flash with 15W fast-charge support.

Original Price: $250.00
Discount non-installment price: $235.00
Installments: $10.42/mo. (based on original $250.00 price)

Samsung Galaxy A51 5G
Boost your productivity with 5G speed on a massive 6.5” Infinity Display that delivers a clear, edge-to-edge view. Capture all critical information with the Galaxy A51 5G multi-lens camera and achieve enduring performance with a high-capacity, long-lasting, fast-charging battery. It’s all the features you need, all in one device.

Original Price: $504.00
Discount Price: $404.00
Installments: $16.84/mo.

Samsung Galaxy A71 5G
Step up to the most powerful Galaxy A mobile series ever. Featuring a stunning 6.7” FHD+ Super AMOLED Plus Infinity-O display and a powerful quad-camera system, the Samsung Galaxy A71 delivers super-charged performance so users can share, stream, and connect at lightning-fast 5G speeds. With a microSD card, the Galaxy A71 5G can store up to 1TB of additional data, so you can store and access all your documents, photos, and videos with ease.

Original Price: $600.00
Discount Price: $450.00
Installments: $18.75/mo.

Savings on financed devices via 24 monthly bill credits. If you cancel wireless service, credits may stop & remaining balance on required finance agreement may be due.
Samsung Galaxy S20 5G
With a Galaxy S20 5G phone and a 5G connection, the only thing slowing you down is how fast you can think. Hyper-fast processing means you can stream with no lag and share in near real time, while a pro-grade camera lets you capture HD photos and video. Add in all-day battery life and powerful Samsung DeX technology for remote desktop experience, and this phone becomes a digital workhorse built for the mobile workforce.

Original Price: $999.99  
Discount Price: $749.99  
After $249.99 down payment, installments: $20.84/mo.

Samsung Galaxy Note20 5G
Whether you’re documenting incidents, signing paperwork, accessing records, or filing reports, the Samsung Galaxy Note20 is the mobile powerhouse perfectly suited to public safety workflows. Document incidents, sign paperwork, access records, file reports, and more, all from one device. The water-resistant S Pen, 5G connectivity, and ecosystem of partner solutions give you the flexibility to handle any task, while seamless integration with Microsoft puts the office right at your fingertips. And with all-day battery life and a 6.7” FHD screen, it’s easy to see why the Galaxy Note20 outshines the competition.

Original Price: $999.99  
Discount Price: $749.99  
After $249.99 down payment, installments: $20.84/mo.

Savings on financed devices via 24 monthly bill credits. If you cancel wireless service, credits may stop & remaining balance on required finance agreement may be due.

We’re here for you
Speak with your T-Mobile® for Government Account Executive today, or connect with one of our government experts at 1-877-386-4246.

Device offers: Tax on pre-credit price due at sale. Limited-time offer; subject to change. Qualifying account & new line of Connecting Heroes service required. $25 SIM kit may be required. Samsung Galaxy A21s: $0 down + $10.42/mo. x 24 mos.; pre-credit price: $250; Samsung Galaxy A51 5G: $0 down + $21/mo. x 24 mos.; pre-credit price: $504; Samsung Galaxy A71 5G: $0 down + $25/mo. x 24 mos.; pre-credit price: $600; Samsung Galaxy S20 5G: $499.99 down + $31.25/mo. x 24 mos.; pre-credit price: $999.99; Samsung Galaxy Note20 5G: $249.99 down + $31.25/mo. x 24 mos.; pre-credit price: $999.99. 0% APR. If you cancel your line before receiving 24 bill credits, you may owe up to the full value of your device; if canceling your account, you can contact us first to instead make discounted monthly balance payments. Pricing for well-qualified customers; amounts for others will vary. Up to $250 via bill credits; must be active and in good standing to receive credits; allow 2 bill cycles. May not be combinable with some offers or discounts. 5G: Capable device required; coverage not available in some areas. While 5G access won't require a certain plan or feature, some uses/services might. See See Coverage details, Terms and Conditions, and Open Internet information for network management details (like video optimization) at T-Mobile.com. Connecting Heroes: Line eligibility subject to reverification. Unlimited talk & text features for direct communications between 2 people; others (e.g., conference & chat lines, etc.) may cost extra. Unlimited high-speed data US only. In Canada/Mexico, up to 5GB high-speed data then unlimited at up to 128kbps. Additional international features available for purchase. Not available for hotspots and some other data-first devices. Video streams at up to 1.5Mbps. Optimization may affect speed of video downloads; does not apply to video uploads. For best performance, leave any video streaming applications at their default automatic resolution setting. Tethering: 1GB high-speed data then unlimited on our network at max 3G speeds. For the small fraction of customers using >50GB/mo., primary data usage must be on smartphone or tablet. Smartphone usage is prioritized over Mobile Hotspot (tethering) usage, which may result in higher speeds for data used on smartphone. Network Management: Program/Service may be slowed, suspended, terminated, or restricted for interference with our network or ability to provide quality service to other users or abusive/excessive use. On-device usage is prioritized over tethering usage, which may result in higher speeds for data used on device. See T-Mobile.com/OpenInternet for details. See Terms and Conditions at www.T-Mobile.com for additional information. T-Mobile, the T logo, Magenta and the magenta color are registered trademarks of Deutsche Telekom AG. © 2020 T-Mobile USA, Inc.